














Toward A Responsible Energy Policy 
By Charles Baldwin 

On countless occasions in the past we Americans have been reminded of our 
seemingly insatiable appetite for energy. We have become insensitive to the fact 
that as global gluttons we "consume" one third of the world 1 S energy while repre
senting only 6 percent of the world•s population. The economic consequences of 
continuing this national course were drawn into sharp focus by Harold Pluimer, 
futurist and Jones lecturer at Union University. The United States is still 
importing oil from OPEC countries at such a rate that OPEC will be able to buy 
every company and corporation listed on the New York and American stock exchanges 
in eight years ... for cash. No longer can the problem be viewed as gluttony 
for when a significant number of our population talk of making war to insure an 
oil supply we have become victims of an addiction. Like addicts we grasp whatever 
means at hand to support our habit even choosing routes that may lead to self
destruction. 

To what noble purpose has our sky-rocketing use of energy been put? Between 
1920 and 1970 per capita energy "consumption" in the United States increased 90 
percent. In this same period the production of solid wastes increased 84 percent 
per capita. It is a conservative estimate that 75 percent of the increased energy 
demand is being used to produce garbage whose disposal requires significant local 
and federal tax dollars. That we have become a throw-away society is more than 
just campaign rhetoric. And in our credit card-powered, consumer-oriented society 
we are encouraged to "conserve energy ... For over a century it has been recognized 
that energy (and Matter) are always conserved. Human beings are not energy 
"consumers;" they are converters. Because the use of energy is a conversion pro
cess the concept of efficiency becomes more important than the conventional supply 
and demand principle which is more important in material economics. Therefore, 
federal energy policy should focus on supporting the most efficient means of 
energy conversion and that includes the generation of electric power. 

To become energy independent we must utilize fuel resources present in the 
United States. In the long term this should certainly mean strong reliance upon 
solar energy. A reliable study by Little and Company indicates that $150 billion 
would be required to develop and bring on stream a solar-based energy supply 
system large e9ough to free the U. S. of OPEC dependence. As large as this 
investment seems it is only equal to the cost of two years supply of imported 
OPEC petroleum. 

By far the most abundant fuel resource in the U. S. occurs in large deposits 
within the boundaries of Tennessee-- coal. If national energy independence is 
our goal then a federal energy policy must emphasize solving the problems 
associated with the conversion of coal to electric power. More efficient methods 
of conversion must be sought and safer ways of obtaining the coal mu~t be fou~d. 
It would seem that a fusion of oil field technology with new extract1on techn1ques 
could obviate the need to send human beings into the bowels of the Earth at great 
risk to life and health. Unfortunately the companies which control drilling 
technology are not apt to pursue research that mightcut profits due to the 
emergence of a cheaper energy source. 
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